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MEDIA RELEASE.

TIFF CINEMATHEQUE UNVEILS 2019 FESTIVAL SELECTION
Programme to highlight original formats and filmmakers with TIFF ties
TORONTO — In a nod to its commitment to film preservation, the Toronto International Film Festival®
announced today that the 2019 TIFF Cinematheque programme at the Festival will feature select screenings in
35mm, with two prints coming from the TIFF Film Reference Library Screening Collection, the organization’s
own film library. The narrative titles selected will be preceded by guest introductions from Festival filmmakers
past and present.
“We’re fortunate to have such a wealth of resources to choose film prints from for this Festival programme,”
said Brad Deane, Director of TIFF Cinematheque. “These five features are so different from each other but they
all convey the possibilities and value of the medium. We know each choice will add depth to conversations
happening around new titles at the Festival and that they’ll also showcase the important work TIFF and other
organizations do year-round to restore and preserve film. It’ll be a treat to share them with Festival audiences.”
From a 30th-anniversary presentation of a title that premiered at the Festival (Euzhan Palcy’s A Dry White
Season) to an acclaimed drama by a director with a new film in the Special Presentations category (Pablo
Larraín’s No), this year’s Cinematheque programme has strong TIFF ties. Palcy and Larraín will be on hand to
discuss their films. The slate will also pair feature classics with filmmakers they’ve inspired: director Angela
Schanelec will present Robert Bresson’s Pickpocket and director Rian Johnson will introduce Herbert Ross’ The
Last of Sheila. Rounding out the lineup is Martin Scorsese’s T
 he Last Waltz, to be introduced by the director
along with Canadian musician Robbie Robertson — the subject of the TIFF 2019 Opening Night Gala film Once
Were Brothers: Robbie Robertson and The Band, which Scorsese executive produced. Palcy and Scorsese will
both be receiving retrospectives at TIFF Bell Lightbox later this year.
As part of TIFF's commitment to cinema heritage and its mission to share film with a wide audience, tickets to
all TIFF Cinematheque screenings during the Festival are free and will be distributed at the Steve & Rashmi
Gupta Box Office at TIFF Bell Lightbox on a first-come, first-served basis two hours before each film screening.
The 44th Toronto International Film Festival runs September 5–15, 2019.
Films screening as part of the Cinematheque programme include:
A Dry White Season Euzhan Palcy | USA (1989)
Pickpocket Robert Bresson | France (1959)

No P
 ablo Larraín | Chile/USA (2012)
The Last of Sheila Herbert Ross | USA (1973)
The Last Waltz Martin Scorsese | USA (1978)
For film synopses, cast lists, images, and more information, see tiff.net/ctq2019
Festival ticket packages start at $110. Purchase packages online at tiff.net/tickets, by phone (416.599.2033 or
1.888.258.8433), or in person at TIFF Bell Lightbox until August 11 while quantities last.
TIFF prefers Visa.
Social Media:
@TIFF_NET
#TIFF19
Facebook.com/TIFF
About TIFF
TIFF is a not-for-profit cultural organization whose mission is to transform the way people see the world
through film. An international leader in film culture, TIFF projects include the annual Toronto International Film
Festival in September; TIFF Bell Lightbox, which features five cinemas, major exhibitions, and learning and
entertainment facilities; and innovative national distribution program Film Circuit. The organization generates
an annual economic impact of $189 million CAD. TIFF Bell Lightbox is generously supported by contributors
including Founding Sponsor Bell, the Province of Ontario, the Government of Canada, the City of Toronto, the
Reitman family (Ivan Reitman, Agi Mandel and Susan Michaels), The Daniels Corporation and RBC. For more
information, visit tiff.net.
TIFF is generously supported by Lead Sponsor Bell, Major Sponsors RBC, L’Oréal Paris, and Visa,and Major
Supporters, the Government of Ontario, Telefilm Canada and the City of
Toronto.
TIFF Cinematheque is supported by Ontario Creates and the Canada Council for the Arts.
-30For more information, contact Sylvy Fernández, Festival Publicist, at sfernandez@tiff.net, or the
Communications Department at 416.934.3200, or email p
 roffice@tiff.net.
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